April 16th, 2021

P.H.D.S News
Candle lighting: 7:21 pm on Friday, April 16th/Iyar 4 5741
Havdalah: 8:23 pm on Saturday, April 17th/Iyar 5 5741

A big THANK YOU to our
parent volunteers this week!

Nate and Ava Strickler,
Priyanka and Dinesh Usha

Parsha Tazria
This parsha begins by describing how a newborn baby boy
must have a bris. Next, we learn how a person might get a
skin rash called tzara’as. This caused white spots to appear
on the skin of a person who said Lashon Hora. The person
who has tzara’as would have to leave the camp and sit all
alone until he realized how wrong it was to say Lashon
Hora. After the rash went away, he could return to the
camp and be accepted again. If the person continued to
say Lashon Hora, his clothes could get green or red spots
on them.

PHDS teams had fun preparing banners for
Yom Ha’atzmaut. Watch in our next
newsletter for pictures of the celebration at
Detweiller Park.

Parsha Metzora
In this parsha, we learn about the sin of Lashon Hora. This
is a very serious sin which is almost impossible to correct.
Lashon Hora spreads very quickly and is out of our control
rapidly. We also learned about tzara’as on houses. This
occurred as a warning to us to stop saying Lashon Hora. If
we didn’t stop, then our house would have to be destroyed.
Sometimes, after a house is destroyed, we ﬁnd a treasure
behind a wall. This was a reward for the righteous.

Dates to Remember:

April
-23 Steam Day
Contact:
peoriadayschool@sbcglobal.net
309-692-2821

Thank you to the
for your ongoing support!

Miss Wood’s Math and Humanities Class
The students are continuing to make
progressive in math. The younger
students are learning about place value
and are excited about working with
numbers in the hundreds place. Group B
is starting their algebra unit and are so
excited that they are learning some of
the concepts that Group C has learned.
All of the students are learning about the
US Government. The older kids had a
chance to come up with their own five
rights that they believe all Americans
should have. Then we had a good
discussion about why those rights were
important and why the words of rights
are important as well.

Thank you to those who continue to support us.

Nancy M. Mirsky
Ben J. Dolin
Michael J. & Marcy F. Kennelly
Charles P. Mitchell
Clarence R. Hughes
Dina Lunken D.D.S., P.C.
Sharon Mindock
Valna J. Cantor
Elaine Buckman
Charlene & Charles J. Steinberg
Scott B. & Ann L. Winston

We could not be here without you!

Congregation Agudas Achim
Maurice Block Trust
Cyber Grants
Yardena Shamir
Sally Wecker
Rosemarie Petty
Laura Lucio
Timothy Ruffner
Julie P. and Mark D. Fisher
Matthew and Stella Wolf
Edmund P. Bart
Madeline Liss-Bart

Miss Jane’s
Classroom
These past couple of weeks we have been in a sorting
mood. We are sorting objects into groups of 10 and
sorting shapes, numbers, and colors according to
their names. We have learned to sound out the
words using the beginning and ending and even middle
sounds as clues. Some words we just have to
memorize. Have you ever thought about the word
‘one’. If you use the phonetic rules, it would sound
like the word ‘own’. Oh how confusing our language
can be!

Mrs. B’s Science and Language Arts
In science, Groups B & C did experiments on air pressure and how
it affects so many things such as ﬂying in airplanes, pumping up
our tires and the workings of our lungs. They also are learning
about acids and bases. Group A is learning the parts of plants
and ﬂowers. We planted some bean seeds in biodegradable pots
and are also sprouting them in wet paper towels. We are
experimenting to see what factors are most important in healthy
plant growth. In ELA Group A has continued to enjoy taking turns
reading aloud to the class. After reading a few books about
spring they have begun to learn how to summarize. Group B
ﬁnished
their novel and wrote paragraphs answering questions for their
ﬁnal exam. They are also working on a diorama depicting scenes
from the book. They enjoyed the novel so much that they wanted
to read the follow up book, The War I Finally Won. Group C also
stated a new novel titled, The River, which is the follow up book to
The Hatchet that some of the students read last year. We have
also started a new vocabulary book series called Wordly Wise.
In PE we have slowly increased our running and have
played a few games of kick ball.

Mrs. Bingaman’s
Science and Language

Amazing
Artists!

The older art classes continued their work on
still life bowls of fruit. They loved shading the
fruit to give it that real look and when
combined with their chalk pastel room corners
the baskets really popped off the page!
Our middle class painted camouﬂage geckos.
Can you see them hiding on the leaves and
lilypads? Kindergarteners “spilled” paints into
monsters and practiced cutting circles and
ovals to make eyes. Can you I-Spy the magical
monster that appeared on our table?

